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SPRING 2020
BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

HUGH TREVOR-ROPER The China Journals (296pp)
£25
1965: private journals charting the factfinding visit made by the historian - & its aftermath
ARIANA NEUMANN When Time Stopped (368pp)
£16.99
A daughter discovers the truth about her father’s escape from Nazi occupied Prague
TESSA KESWICK The Colour of the Sky after Rain (384pp)
£30
Part memoir, part travelogue, part history: China & its people by an affectionate observer
JULIE SUMMERS Dressed for War (416pp)
£20
Audrey Withers, innovative Vogue editor who championed Cecil Beaton & Leigh Miller
FRANCESCA WADE Square Haunting (432pp)
£20
Mecklenburgh Square, Bloomsbury & five inspirational women who made it their base
VOLKER ULLRICH Hitler vol II: Downfall (848pp)
£30
Concentrates on the disturbing personality of the man for whom no detail was too trivial
ROGER MORTIMER Vintage Roger (192pp)
£16.99
POW letters, full of charm & wit, from the pen which later immortalised Lupin & Lumpy
SYLVIA TOPP Eileen: The Making of George Orwell (496pp)
£25
Life & influence of Orwell’s first wife, unjustly neglected in life & subsequently overlooked
ANNIE GRAY Victory in the Kitchen (320pp)
£16.99
Life & dedication of Churchill’s cook, Georgina Landemare, who sustained & entertained
HUGO VICKERS The Sphinx (400pp)
£25
Biography of Gladys, Duchess of Marlborough: revised & rewritten with new material
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GEOFF ANDREWS Agent Moliere (312pp)
Life & treachery of John Cairncross, the ‘Fifth Man’ in the Cambridge spy ring

£20

LENNIE GOODINGS A Bite of the Apple (320pp)
£16.99
From Angelou to Atwood, Virago published the best women’s fiction & Lennie was there
NIGEL WATSON Robin Chichester-Clark: A Passionate Moderate (240pp)
Northern Irish politician during the Troubles, philanthropist & businessman

£20

CORYNE HALL Queen Victoria and the Romanovs (288pp)
£20
Portrait of two dynasties linked by marriage but whose relationship was often uneasy
CHRIS ATKINS A Bit of a Stretch (327pp)
£16.99
Imprisoned for scamming the taxman, a darkly funny, sobering memoir about doing time
ANDREW GIMSON Andrew Gimson’s Presidents (320pp)
£10.99
Thumbnail sketches of some of the most eminent, & eminently forgettable, US Presidents
ALEXANDER LEE Machiavelli: His Life and Times (768pp)
£30
Unpicks the man from the myth: from humble beginnings to political triumphs to exile
MALENA ERNMAN ET AL Our House is on Fire (288pp)
£16.99
The parallel crises in a family & in the world which led to Greta Thunberg’s mission
BRIAN IZZARD Mastermind of Dunkirk and D Day (288pp)
March £20
Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsay whose planning & resolve saved thousands at Dunkirk
JONATHAN REE ED. A Schoolmaster’s War (192pp)
March £14.99
Wartime adventures of SOE agent Harry Rée in his own words, edited by his son
JONATHAN BATE Radical Wordsworth (672pp)
April £25
Marking the 250th anniversary of the poet’s birth: a man whose poetry changed the world
RAYNOR WINN The Wild Silence (288pp)
April £14.99
Sequel to ‘The Salt Path’. Raynor & Moth readjust to life after homelessness

HISTORY & POLITICS

PAUL PRESTON A People Betrayed (768pp)
£30
History of modern Spain where institutional corruption let down its people again & again
SINCLAIR MCKAY Dresden (0pp)
February 1945 & the bombing of Dresden: a valid target or an act of mass murder?
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£20

JUDITH FLANDERS A Place for Everything (272pp)
£16.99
The gradual triumph of alphabetical order from the Great Library of Alexandria to Google
JEREMY BLACK Military History: A Global History (480pp)
£25
Examines the practices, rather than theories, of significant military leaders: Napoleon et al
THANT MYINT-U The Hidden History of Burma (304pp)
£18.99
Set against recent political & racial unrest, is democracy & economic prosperity possible?
GORDON CORERA Russians Among Us (448pp)
£20
From Cold War to the present, Russia’s threat made increasingly deadly via technology
JANE ROBINSON Ladies Can’t Climb Ladders (368pp)
Did WWI liberate women & allow them to enter the professions as men’s equals?

£20

DAVID SAINSBURY Windows of Opportunity (288pp)
£20
Businessman & politician argues for new industrial policies to pick winners & spot losers
ROBERT BICKERS China Bound (544pp)
£30
History of John Swire & Sons from modest origins in 1816 Liverpool to global reach today
ANATOL LIEVEN Climate Change and the Nation State (240pp)
£20
Argues that world powers are threatened far more by climate change than by each other
ERIK LARSON The Splendid and the Vile (464pp)
Examination of how Churchill not only bound a country together but his family too

£20

CHRISTINA LAMB Our Bodies, Their Battlefield (400pp)
£20
Global & individual stories which illustrate womankind’s horrific experiences during war
JOHN CAREY A Little History of Poetry (320pp)
£14.99
Stories behind some of the world’s greatest poems from ancient times to the present
ARCHIE BROWN The Human Factor (512pp)
March £25
The pivotal roles played by Reagan, Gorbachev & Thatcher in ending the Cold War
DANIEL TODMAN Britain’s War: A New World 1942-47 (976pp)
March £35
History of WWII & its aftermath as seen at the time & with the benefit of hindsight
TOBY WILKINSON A World Beneath the Sands (512pp)
The heyday of Egyptology from Champollion to Carter & Carnarvon

April £25

WADE DAVIS Magdalena: River of Dreams (432pp)
Columbia’s great river, illuminating the country’s rich history & culture

April £25

ROBERTO CALASSO The Celestial Hunter (464pp)
April £25
Exploration of the vital moment in time when man became hunter rather than prey
SAUL DAVID Crucible of Hell (464pp)
April £25
April 1945 & the Battle of Okinawa, Japan: brutal for both civilians & the military
RICHARD ATKINSON Mr Atkinson’s Rum Contract (496pp)
April £20
Family detective work: from Jamaican sugar estates to the American Revolutionary War
HELENA ATTLEE Lev’s Violin (224pp)
May £20
Captivated by the sound of an Italian violin, the author resolves to discover its history
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & EXHIBITIONS

MARTINA DROTH ED. Bill Brandt/Henry Moore (264pp)
From the Blitz works onwards, the intersecting paths of sculptor & photographer

£50

ANGELA DELAFORCE The Lost Library of the King of Portugal (208pp)
£45
1755: the earthquake, tidal wave & fire that destroyed the Royal Library & what survived
LEO SCHMIDT ET AL Hopetoun: Scotland’s Finest Stately Home (240pp)
£49.95
Celebration of the house, gardens & treasures preserved by the Marquesses of Linlithgow
ERIC AKERS-DOUGLAS Divine People (256pp)
£35
Life & work of Ambrose McEvoy: early 20th century society portraitist, unjustly forgotten
RICHARD HARRIES Seeing God in Art (144pp)
£14.99 pbk
The melding of art & Christianity: reflections on thirty artists from Rembrandt to Chagall
DAN CRUIKSHANK Built in Chelsea (128pp)
Hidden histories of the architects, patrons & ordinary people who created Chelsea

£30

BLAKE GOPNIK Warhol: Life as Art (864pp)
£35
The radical genius who revolutionised modern art, but practiced more than just Pop Art
STEPHEN CALLOWAY ET AL Aubrey Beardsley (192pp)
£25 pbk
Covers his intense, prolific seven year career & accompanies the Tate Britain exhibition
SOPHY ROBERTS The Lost Pianos of Siberia (384pp)
£18.99
Amidst the snowy wastes, exiles of a different kind revealing Russia’s musical heart
ÉRIC REINHARDT Christian Louboutin: Exhibition (288pp)
Vivid glimpse into the shoemaker’s life & genius (Palais de la Porte Dorée, Paris)

£50

CATHERINE FLETCHER The Beauty and the Terror (496pp)
£25
Places the Italian Renaissance against the upheaval & violence of the sixteenth century
SUSANNA SALK At Home in the English Countryside (224pp)
£40
An interior design book with canine friends. Join Moschino, Hempel, Conran et al & pets
ALIREZA SAGHARCHI Classicism at Home (304pp)
£65
The architectural practice Stanhope Gate’s classically inspired buildings around the globe
MARIA HAYWARD Stuart Style (368pp)
£45
1566-1701: what fashion conveyed about the good & the great & kingship in particular
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ROBIN MUIR Cecil Beaton’s Bright Young Things (280pp)
March £35
Taken from his photography of the 20’s & 30’s, a golden age wiped out by the war (NPG)
CATH KIDSTON A Place Called Home (256pp)
April £30
Memoir with design ideas: from study to attic. Photographs by Christopher Simon Sykes
VICTOR A POLLAK Saving the Light at Chartres (384pp)
April £19.95
Col. Welborn Griffith, the American soldier who saved the cathedral from ruin in 1944
ELERI LYNN Tudor Textiles (208pp)
April £35
From wall hangings to carpets, how they reflected social status & the turmoil of the age
LUCY DAVIS Rubens: The Two Great Landscapes (112pp)
May £20 pbk
Celebrating the reunion of the companion pair at the Wallace Collection exhibition
MICHAEL PEPPIATT The Making of Modern Art (256pp)
New collection of essays weaving personal anecdote with critical judgement

May £25

FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY

PRUE & PETA LEITH The Vegetarian Kitchen (256pp)
Meat-free recipes for hearty family meals from the Bake Off judge & her niece

£25

ALICE VINCENT Rootbound (368pp)
£14.99
Telegraph columnist reflects: part memoir, botanical history & the healing power of plants
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Your Wellbeing Garden (224pp)
Create an outdoor space that nourishes body, mind & the planet
SAMI TAMIMI ETC Falastin: A Cookbook (352pp)
From the authors of ‘Ottolenghi’, a celebration of Palestinian cuisine

£16.99
March £28

TIM DEE Greenery: Journeys in Springtime (368pp)
March £18.99
A writer travels with migratory birds, & the season, as they move northwards to Europe
TOBY MUSGRAVE The Multifarious Mr Banks (496pp)
April £25
The ‘Father of Australia’ who established Kew as the world’s leading botanical garden
SILVER SPOON Recipes for Babies (204pp)
April £19.95
Fifty Italian recipes full of texture & taste: for children from six months to two years old
RUKMINI IYER The Roasting Tin Round the World (240pp)
‘Minimum effort, maximum flavour’: the one-tin revolution goes global
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May £16.99

FICTION & POETRY

HILARY MANTEL The Mirror and the Light (912pp)
The climatic conclusion to Cromwell’s rise & fall from grace at the Henrician Court

£25

DAVID HARSENT Loss (96pp)
£14.99
A man keeps night vigil, reflecting on personal & world troubles. Twenty-part poetry cycle
STEVEN PRICE Lampedusa (336pp)
£14.99
Palermo ‘55: the last Prince of Lampedusa confronts mortality by writing ‘The Leopard’
HANNAH ROTHSCHILD House of Trelawney (368pp)
£16.99
Trelawney Castle was once a Cornish gem. Now its inhabitants are running out of options
JAMES SCUDAMORE English Monsters (368pp)
£16.99
A tale of male friendship forged at school but lasting a lifetime – but at what price?
PHILIP HENSHER A Small Revolution in Germany (336pp)
£14.99
1980’s adolescent rage & radical politics cool as the years pass for all save two stalwarts
GRAHAM SWIFT Here We Are (208pp)
£14.99
Post-war Britain seen through the lives of three extraordinary people living ordinary lives
ANNE ENRIGHT Actress (272pp)
£16.99
A daughter delves into her mother’s past to understand the destructive nature of fame
ROSANNA AMAKA The Book of Echoes (384pp)
An African slave’s spirit roams the earth, observing the oppressed of the present

£12.99

JOANNA TROLLOPE Mum and Dad (336pp)
£18.99
Three siblings must make adult decisions for their parents. Can they put aside rivalries?
B W BLACK The Secret Guests (288pp)
£8.99 pbk
1940, Ireland & Celia Nashe, newly recruited to MI5, has two unusual charges to protect
ROBERT FABBRI Alexander’s Legacy (416pp)
£14.99
Alexander the Great is dead. Without a named heir, the factions are at loggerheads.....
MAGGIE O’FARRELL Hamnet (384pp)
March £20
Based on the life of an oft forgotten son of a certain playwright who yet immortalised him
SIMON ARMITAGE Magnetic Field: The Marsden Poems (104pp)
March £14.99
Poems inspired by his birthplace: from his first pamphlet to new, unpublished work
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EVIE WYLD The Bass Rock (368pp)
March £16.99
Gothic tale of three women over three centuries, their fates all linked to the Bass Rock
SEBASTIAN BARRY A Thousand Moons (272pp)
March £18.99
Sequel to ‘Days Without End’. Follows Winona’s determination to redress discrimination
ANNE TYLER Redhead by the Side of the Road (192pp)
April £14.99
Micah Mortimer isn’t extraordinary; he’s just trying to navigate life. This is his story
ANDREW TAYLOR The Last Protector (400pp)
April £14.99
Richard Cromwell returns from exile. What secrets will Marwood & Lovett uncover?
A L KENNEDY We are Attempting to Survive Our Time (288pp)
New collection of short stories from the author of ‘Serious Sweet’

May £16.99

ESPIONAGE & CRIME FICTION

PETER SWANSON Rules for Perfect Murders (288pp)
£12.99
How do you commit eight perfect murders? Take eight classic crime novels as inspiration
A D MILLER Independence Square (240pp)
£14.99
Simon Davey was a senior diplomat in Kiev. Until he met Oleysa. Now she is in London
MICK HERRON The Catch (112pp)
A Slough House novella

£9.99

ELLY GRIFFITHS Lantern Men (384pp)
£18.99
Ruth Galloway is lured to Norfolk by a serial killer to unearth his victims. Why her?
JOHN LE CARRÉ Smiley’s People (432pp)
£14.99
Third volume of the ‘Karla Trilogy’, part of the Penguin John Le Carré Collection
GERALD SEYMOUR Beyond Recall (448pp)
£18.99
Gary Baldwin has spent a life trying to escape the memory of his time in Syria but can he?
DAISY WAUGH In the Crypt with a Candlestick (288pp)
When Lady Tode of Tode Hall is found murdered, who is to blame?
DONNA LEON Trace Elements (272pp)
A dying woman’s words leads Brunetti into contaminated waters

£16.99
£20

PHILIP KERR Hitler’s Peace (480pp)
April £20
Autumn ’43: Hitler knows he can’t win the war. FDR & Stalin listen. Churchill refuses
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AND FINALLY......

PRINCESS MARIE-CHANTAL Manners Begin at Breakfast (232pp)
£19.95
Commonsense guide to raising well-behaved children, the modern world notwithstanding
ANDREW LYCETT Conan Doyle’s Wide World (336pp)
The oft-neglected travel writing of the creator of Sherlock Homes

£20

CLARE HASTINGS ED. Hold the Front Page (208pp)
£14.99
Selected from the witty journalism of Anne Scott James, drawings by Osbert Lancaster
RHIDIAN BROOK Godbothering (192pp)
March £9.99
Over 100 reflections on God & life, selected from the Radio Four ‘Thought for the Day’
DIANA VREELAND Bon Mots (160pp)
March £27.50
The iconic fashion editor’s edicts on allure, style, aging & more. Edited by her grandson
WILLIAM SITWELL The Restaurant (272pp)
From Pompeii to the present, a history of eating out in bite sized chapters

April £20

CRAIG BROWN One, Two, Three, Four: The Beetles in Time (400pp)
April £18.99
Fifty years ago the Beetles disbanded. Now there is a novel take on the men & their times

To order any of the books in the
catalogue or for other suggestions
contact us at:
Barnes Bookshop
98 Church Road
London
SW13 0DQ
Tel: 020 8741 0786
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations
A separate list of recommendations for children (of all ages) is available on request
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